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Regulatory Alert

Revised Foreign Direct Investment Policy on Investment in Limited Liability Partnerships /
Press Note 12 of 2015

27 November 2015

Background:

The Government of India recently announced

liberalization of Foreign Direct Investment (‘FDI’)

norms with a view to encourage foreign investment

flows into India and to give a boost to the

investment climate. In line with the announcements

the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion

(‘DIPP’) has issued Press Note 12 of 2015 (‘the Press

Note’) amending the Consolidated FDI Policy

Circular of 2015 (‘FDI policy’) with effect from 24

November 2015. The amendments made in the FDI

policy with respect to FDI in Limited Liability

Partnerships (‘LLPs’) are summarized below:

Entry norms liberalised:

Earlier FDI in LLP was permitted subject to prior

approval from Foreign Investment Promotion Board

(‘FIPB’), provided the activities are covered under the

automatic route without any sectoral caps

performance linked conditions.

FDI in LLP is now permitted under the automatic

route (i.e. without FIPB approval) in sectors /

activities covered under automatic route without

any sectoral caps and performance linked

conditions.

There are no specific announcements in the Press

Note regarding conversion of a company into LLP,

having an existing FDI. It may be inferred that such

a conversion may henceforth not require a prior FIPB

approval. However, it is desirable that further

clarifications are issued in this regard to provide

certainty on the regulatory framework.

The relaxation from seeking FIPB approval would

reduce the time involved in setting up a LLP and will

improve the attractiveness of LLPs as an alternate

entity structure for businesses.
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Downstream investments:

Earlier, LLPs having FDI were not permitted to make

downstream investments.

This restriction has now been done away with. LLPs

having foreign investments are now permitted to

make downstream investment in another company

or LLP operating in sectors / activities covered under

automatic route without sectoral caps.

Other relaxations:

Earlier FDI in LLP was subject to certain restrictions

which inter alia included the following:

 LLPs were not permitted to avail External

Commercial Borrowings (‘ECB’);

 Investment in LLP was not open for Foreign

Portfolio Investors or Foreign Venture Capital

Investors;

 LLPs with FDI were not permitted in agricultural /

plantation activity, print media or real estate

business; and

 Appointment of designated partner of the LLP

was to be done only by companies registered in

India.

All the above restrictions have been done away with

and FDI in LLP is only subject to restrictions /

compliances if any under the Limited Liability

Partnership Act, 2008. Having said that, it seems that

enabling amendments would need to be carried out

in the Inbound Regulations as well as ECB

Regulations issued under the Foreign Exchange

Management Act, 1999 to give effect to relaxations

made in Press Note 12 of 2015

New sectors brought under automatic route:

In addition to liberalization of FDI norms applicable

to LLPs, several sectors have now been brought

under the automatic route i.e.:

- Up-linking of Non-News & Current Affairs TV

Channels / Down-linking of TV Channels sector

in the broadcasting space;

- Coffee, rubber, cardamom, palm and oil

plantations;

- Duty free shops;

- Non-scheduled air transport service, ground

handling services; and

- Credit information services.

Opening of new sectors under the automatic route

provides opportunities to business to explore the

LLP as an alternate entity structure in these sectors

(subject to applicable sector specific licensing norms

/ biding norms).

Key terms defined:

The Press Note has also defined the terms

‘Ownership’ and ‘control’ in relation to an LLP which

is broadly on the same lines as applicable to

Companies.

Our Comments:

The amendments the most ambitious initiative

undertaken by the Government in recent days

should help in boosting India’s overall ‘doing

business’ competiveness.

The changes announced with respect to LLPs such

as permitting FDI in LLPs without Government

approvals, permitting downstream investments etc.

are welcome.

Suitable amendments are likely to follow in the

regulations issued under the Foreign Exchange

Management Act, 1999 to give effect to the above

relaxations.

The above reforms coupled with other advantages

(i.e. simple tax structure and flexible statutory

reporting), could result in LLPs being increasingly

viewed as a preferred entity structure for doing

business in India, especially in sectors covered under

the automatic route.
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About Dhruva Advisors LLP
Dhruva Advisors offers a wide range of services in the tax
and regulatory space to clients in India and around the
world

We are a cohesive team of tax professionals who are
focused on providing our clients with high quality tax and
related services. With strong research and technical skills
coupled with extensive experience, we provide well-
thought out and strategic solutions to complex problems

Our professionals have advised on some of the largest
transactions in the world and have handled several of the
largest tax controversies in India.  Our professionals also
have a strong track record of designing and implementing
pioneering solutions in several areas of domestic and
international tax

This information contained herein is in summary form and is therefore intended for general guidance only. This publication is
not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. No one should act on such information without
appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation. This publication is not a substitute for
detailed research and opinion.  Before acting on any matters contained herein, reference should be made to subject matter
experts and professional judgment needs to be exercised.  Dhruva Advisors LLP cannot accept any responsibility for loss
occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in this publication.


